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Abstract.—Paleontological systematics relies heavily on morphological data that have undergone decay and fossilization.
Here, we apply a heuristic means to assess how a fossil’s incompleteness detracts from inferring its phylogenetic relationships.
We compiled a phylogenetic matrix for primates and simulated the extinction of living species by deleting an extant taxon’s
molecular data and keeping only those morphological characters present in actual fossils. The choice of characters present
in a given living taxon (the subject) was defined by those present in a given fossil (the template). By measuring congruence
between a well-corroborated phylogeny to those incorporating artificial fossils, and by comparing real vs. random character
distributions and states, we tested the information content of paleontological datasets and determined if extinction of a
living species leads to bias in phylogeny reconstruction. We found a positive correlation between fossil completeness and
topological congruence. Real fossil templates sampled for 36 or more of the 360 available morphological characters (including
dental) performed significantly better than similarly complete templates with random states. Templates dominated by only
one partition performed worse than templates with randomly sampled characters across partitions. The template based
on the Eocene primate Darwinius masillae performs better than most other templates with a similar number of sampled
characters, likely due to preservation of data across multiple partitions. Our results support the interpretation that Darwinius
is strepsirhine, not haplorhine, and suggest that paleontological datasets are reliable in primate phylogeny reconstruction.
[Artificial extinction; Darwinius; data combination; missing data; phylogeny reconstruction; primates; taphonomy.]

Thanks to the clear signal derived from comparative
anatomy, major groups within the vertebrate tree of
life—jawed and jawless, bony and cartilaginous, lobe-
and ray-finned, amphibian and amniote, diapsid and
synapsid (to name a few)—were well established by the
close of the 19th century and have been validated by new
data and phylogenetic methods since then (reviewed
in Asher and Müller 2012). Yet other branches on the
tree of life, even with information from soft tissues
and DNA, have been more difficult to resolve (e.g.,
Hallström and Janke 2010). Paleontologists typically
work with materials that lack information on DNA and
soft tissues; decay and fossilization degrade the evidence
available for phylogenetic analysis, and sampling of
extinct taxa is hampered by the somewhat random, and
at worst biased, nature of fossil discovery. Although such
character sampling biases are not necessarily fatal (Smith
1998; Jenner 2004; Asher et al. 2008), no one disputes
that phylogenetic accuracy is best served by good taxon
and character sampling (Wheeler 1992; Kearney 2002;
Wiens 2003a,b; Prevosti and Chemisquy 2009). More
controversial is how complete a given fossil should be in
order to place it with confidence on the Tree of Life, along
with the claim that morphological character samples
have little value for at least some aspects of phylogeny
reconstruction (e.g., Springer et al. 2007). Whether or not
such claims are generally true, there is no doubt that
systematic bias in character sampling is a potentially
serious issue, especially in paleontology.

Comparative taphonomy (i.e., the study of decay
and fossilization) is one means to assess if and
how paleontological datasets are biased sources for

phylogeny reconstruction (Briggs 1995; Donoghue and
Purnell 2009; Sansom and Wills 2013). Paleontologists
generally attempt to minimize such bias by striving
for good taxonomic coverage and coding many
characters among increasingly better-sampled fossil
taxa. Thus, paleontological taxon sampling is improving
continuously, but is often arbitrarily deemed satisfactory
following the discovery of an interesting fossil, and a
“large enough” taxon and character matrix is difficult
to adequately define. For the basal-most branches of the
vertebrate tree, at least, the process of organic decay itself
may systematically bias phylogenetic inference (Sansom
et al. 2010). Sansom and Wills (2013) suggested that
similar effects may occur in more recently diverging
groups, leading to erroneously basal positions of fossil
taxa that are in fact nested. However, the extent of
such systematic error among many vertebrate groups,
including mammals, remains poorly documented.

Substantial confidence in the phylogeny of primates
now exists, both in terms of how its constituent groups
are interrelated and in its affinities to other mammals
(Meredith et al. 2011; Springer et al. 2012). Primates also
have an excellent fossil record, including what Franzen
et al. (2009) characterized as the most complete primate
fossil found to date: Darwinius masillae. Darwinius is
known from a part and counterpart (i.e., corresponding
slabs of rock encasing one fossil), representing a
single individual, from middle Eocene deposits of
Messel, Germany. It was originally interpreted as a
haplorhine primate, i.e., closer to monkeys, apes, and
Tarsius (Haplorhini) than to lemurs, lorises, and galagos
(Strepsirhini). Despite the quality of the fossil, several
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investigators (Kay 2009; Seiffert et al. 2009; Williams
et al. 2010) questioned Franzen et al. (2009) in their
interpretation of key morphological characters and
noted the lack of a cladistic analysis in concluding
Darwinius to be a haplorhine. Gingerich et al. (2010) did
undertake a cladistic analysis, sampling eight taxa and
30 morphological characters, and resolved Darwinius as a
haplorhine (Gingerich 2012; but see Maiolino et al. 2012).
In contrast, Seiffert et al. (2009) used 360 characters for
117 taxa and resolved Darwinius as a strepsirhine. All
other factors being equal, we would favor the second,
better sampled, analysis; however, any phylogenetic
hypothesis assumes, at least partially, that the data upon
which it is based are phylogenetically informative.

Here, we assess the phylogenetic information content
of specific character combinations preserved in fossils,
such as Darwinius, and undertake artificial extinction
experiments (Asher and Hofreiter 2006) to infer how
phylogenetically useful the characters they preserve are,
relative to the well-corroborated tree of extant primates.
We seek to establish not only if the much-hyped (Tudge
2009) fossil Darwinius is a haplorhine, as originally
proposed by Franzen et al. (2009), but also to provide
an empirical baseline with which to assess confidence in
paleontological phylogeny reconstruction, particularly
among primates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset Composition
We compiled a dataset of morphological and

molecular characters, sampled at genus level for 24
extant primates and two outgroups. Genera represented
in previous studies (Seiffert et al. 2009; Springer
et al. 2012) by multiple species were condensed into
single terminals in order to minimize missing data. In
cases where different species within a genus exhibited
different character states, we coded the genus as
polymorphic for that character. Condensing taxa to
genus-level also has the advantage of improving the
tractability of both MP and Bayesian phylogenetic
analysis by slightly reducing the number of terminals.

We used the alignment of Springer et al. (2012;
Treebase accession #S13451) as our molecular dataset,
consisting of 61,199 nucleotide characters distributed
across 69 nuclear and 10 mitochondrial genes. This
alignment comprises part of our morphology-DNA data
matrix in our Supplementary File S1. Draft versions of
this study benefitted greatly from sequences collected
by many other investigators (e.g., Schmitz et al. 2000;
Raaum et al. 2005; Heckman et al. 2007; Horvath et al.
2008; Chatterjee et al. 2009; Groeneveld et al. 2009; Matsui
et al. 2009; Roberts et al. 2009; Chiou et al. 2011; Meredith
et al. 2011; Perelman et al. 2011).

Our morphological dataset was derived primarily
from Seiffert et al. (2009), updated by Gladman et al.
(2013) and Boyer and Seiffert (2013), and enabled us
to sample 85 fossil taxa. In order to improve overlap
with the available DNA sequences, several extant taxa

were added: Callicebus sp., Cebus sp., Chlorocebus aethiops,
Colobus sp., Daubentonia madagascariensis, Hylobates sp.,
Macaca sp., and a composite Dermoptera consisting
of Cynocephalus volans and Galeopithecus variegatus,
treated as a single taxon. Characters were coded
from direct observations of museum specimens housed
at the University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge,
based on the descriptions in the matrix of Seiffert
et al. (2009), supplemented with images available from
www.digimorph.org, and data from Luckett (1976),
Wible and Covert (1987), Beard et al. (1988), Dagosto
(1990), Yoder (1994), Ross et al. (1998), Gebo (2001), and
Pilbeam (2004). Our morphology matrix is available
in nexus format as Supplementary Data (S2) available
at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4g42q. Postcranial
data for Callicebus moloch and Chlorocebus aethiops were
derived primarily from Ross et al. (1998) and Yoder
(1994), respectively. Alouatta seniculus and Pan troglodytes
were added to the matrix using data from Boyer and
Seiffert (2013) and Seiffert (pers. comm.). Facial vibrissae
(Yoder 1994: character 61) were coded for new taxa
according to the presence of vibrissae musculature as
reported in Muchlinski et al. (2013). Not all characters
have been treated consistently by previous investigators,
or were sufficiently described and illustrated so as to
enable coding new taxa. Where the anatomical basis for
making a particular coding decision was not clear to us,
we have left previous codings as-is and added only “?”
to our new taxa.

Our treatment of polymorphic characters in terminal
taxa coded for this matrix differs from that of Seiffert
et al. (2009), who assigned an additional character
state for polymorphisms, rather than our coding of the
multiple character states actually observed (e.g., “[12]”
for a three-state character in which both states 1 and 2
occur, but not 0). In addition, MrBayes (Ronquist et al.
2012) only allows up to 10 character states in partitions
using the standard discrete (morphology) model, which
is exceeded by the morphology data matrix using the
Seiffert et al. (2009) coding scheme. Recoding the dataset
therefore allowed us to analyze the dataset in MrBayes.
Both TNT and MrBayes treat polymorphic characters as
equivalent to missing data, whereas they could have an
effect on topology when coded as additional character
states as in Seiffert et al. (2009) or using our observed
polymorphisms. Thus, our analyses with PAUP (but not
TNT or MrBayes) preserve the data we observed among
polymorphic characters.

Morphological and molecular data were combined
into one matrix (111 taxa, 61,559 characters). The 26
living taxa were sampled for 61,199 DNA characters
from Springer et al. (2012) and the 360 morphological
characters from Seiffert et al. (2009), updated by
Gladman et al. (2013) and Boyer and Seiffert (2013), as
described above. The 85 fossil taxa were sampled by
morphological data only, and varied in completeness
from 29 of 360 characters (8% complete, Wailekia) to 318
of 360 (84%, Plesiadapis). To serve as a baseline for our
topological comparisons, we analyzed all data from the
26 extant taxa using a number of different methods.
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FIGURE 1. The optimal topology supported by Bayesian (ln −297766.72) and MP (66,853 steps) analyses of the extant combined dataset. All
nodes have a Bayesian posterior probability of 1.0; all but four nodes had an MP bootstrap of 100, as indicated. MP bootstraps were based on 1000
pseudoreplicates of a 10-replicate random addition sequence. Branch lengths and scale represent sequence divergence based on the Bayesian
analysis.

We refer to this dataset as the extant combined dataset
and the resulting topology as the extant combined
topology (ECT). We rooted trees with the composite
Dermoptera taxon and included Tupaia (Scandentia) as
another outgroup.

Artificial Extinction
Artificial fossils were generated by deleting the

molecular data and degrading the morphological data
of a taxon in the extant combined dataset (following
Asher and Hofreiter 2006). This taxon is referred to as
the “subject taxon.” The characters subject to temporary
deletion were those missing in a given “template fossil.”
By comparing the phylogeny of such an artificially
extinct taxon relative to its known position in a well-
corroborated tree, this technique enables assessment
of the template fossil’s character set in phylogeny
reconstruction. We use the well-corroborated topology
for extant primates favored by our full dataset (Fig. 1)
and recent studies of DNA (e.g., Springer et al. 2012) as
our standard by which to recognize topological accuracy.

Artificial extinction simulates real-world data
preservation biases caused by taphonomy and allows
us to investigate the effect of fossil preservation
on phylogenetic analyses by comparing topologies
produced from each fossil used in turn as a template.

The phylogenetic behavior of an artificial fossil will
also be influenced by the subject taxon’s character
states. We thus created artificial fossils out of all of
the 26 extant taxa, using each of our 85 real fossils as
templates, yielding 2210 artificial extinction experiments
(26 subject taxa with states, 85 fossil templates with
characters). We conducted phylogenetic analyses by
replacing real taxa with their corresponding artificial
fossil in the extant combined dataset, one at a time.
The resultant topologies are referred to as artificial
fossil topologies (AFTs). Artificial fossil analyses used
the same maximum parsimony search strategy as the
intact extant combined topology (see below). When
multiple most parsimonious trees (MPTs) were found,
we computed the strict consensus in order to compare
each of the 2210 artificial fossil topologies with the
single extant combined topology. Artificial fossils were
generated using a program (available as Supplementary
Data S3) that compares corresponding character
positions in two series of characters (or “strings”) and
replaces any character in the subject string with “?”
when it reads “?” in the template string.

To investigate the relation between character bias and
phylogenetic error, an expected level of phylogenetic
accuracy for a given level of sampling completeness
is required, based on an unbiased character set. An
unbiased character set samples available characters at
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random, both in terms of the partitions (e.g., soft tissue,
dentition, cranium, postcranium), and in the information
content of its character states. For example, if the
taphonomic bias favoring teeth among fossil mammals
increases phylogenetic error, we would expect a dataset
with characters distributed randomly across partitions
to outperform one in which only teeth are sampled.
Similarly, if a given dataset has any phylogenetic value
at all, we would expect it to outperform one in which
character states are generated randomly.

Therefore, we also generated two categories of
randomized data: one in which missing characters were
inserted randomly for a given level of completeness,
regardless of partition (“random templates”), and
another in which character states were randomized for
a given template (“random states”). Random templates
were generated by deleting characters at random
positions (using Python 2.7.6) from a string of digits
the same length as the morphological character set,
and were simulated at different levels of missing data,
from 5% to 95% in 5% steps. Three different templates
were simulated at each interval to produce 57 random
templates. The set of random templates were then
subjected to identical artificial extinction analyses to
those conducted on the set of real template fossils.

The “random states” set of artificial extinctions
generated subjects that matched the number of
characters present for a given fossil template, and
the number of possible states for each character, but
states were selected randomly. As in the other artificial
extinction runs, 26 taxa were simulated. Character states
were selected randomly from the number of possible
states present in a fossil template, reflecting the real
distribution of binary vs. multistate characters. No
polymorphisms or missing data were simulated in these
random subject taxa. Random character state selections
were also implemented in Python 2.7.6.

In total, 1482 artificial fossil topologies were produced
for the 57 random template-real subject combinations,
and 2210 were produced for the 26 random state-
real template combinations. These artificial fossil
topologies were then subjected to the same phylogenetic
congruence assessments explained below.

MP Phylogenetic Analyses
We undertook MP phylogenetic analyses of the extant

and artificial fossil datasets coding observed character
polymorphisms (as previously described using the
PAUP command “pset mstaxa = polymorph”) and using
heuristic searches with 1000 random addition sequence
replicates and TBR branch swapping in PAUP* 4.0b10
(Swofford 2002).

We also obtained MPTs for all 111 genera, i.e., the 26
extant plus 85 fossil genera, in some cases representing
composites of multiple species (as described above). Our
search strategy used the parsimony ratchet implemented
in PAUPrat (Sikes and Lewis 2001). We treated character
changes equally and nonadditively, gaps as missing,
and coded observed character polymorphisms (“pset

mstaxa=polymorph”). We applied five independent
runs of 300, 500 (x2), 3000, and 5000 PAUPrat iterations.
All identified an optimal treelength of 69,660 steps. We
collated 1099 distinct, MPTs of this length across the five
runs after collapsing zero-length branches.

In addition, we employed a “new technology”
analysis in TNT (Goloboff et al. 2008), using sectorial,
ratchet, and fusing searches, obtaining trees from a
1000-replicate random addition sequence, treating
gaps and polymorphic characters as missing and all
character changes as equal and nonadditive. Eighteen
MPTs from this analysis were then subject to additional
branch-swapping (“bbreak” command), which yielded
540 MPTs at 47,875 steps, a tree length also recovered by
PAUPrat analyses that treated polymorphic characters
as missing (“pset mstaxa=uncertain”). Branch supports
in the 111-taxon analysis were obtained starting
with these 540 trees using the “bremer.run” script
written by Pablo Goloboff, available from http://tnt.
insectmuseum.org/index.php/Scripts/bremer (last
accessed September 27, 2014) . We note that under at
least some circumstances, branch supports may be
misleading (DeBry 2001). Despite differing assumptions
about treatment of polymorphic characters, a strict
consensus of MPTs from TNT is identical to that derived
from PAUPrat. We use results from the latter for further
discussion.

Bayesian Partitioning and Model Choice
In order to identify an optimal partitioning scheme,

we used the “greedy” PhyML search in PartitionFinder
(Lanfear et al. 2012), while simultaneously identifying
the best model for each of those partitions. We combined
the character sets stored in the Springer et al. (2012) and
Perelman et al. (2011) matrices, enabling PartitionFinder
to explore different combinations of the introns, exons
and UTRs for each gene. Many coding regions in these
matrices lacked readily identifiable codon positions,
which therefore did not contribute to partitioning the
DNA matrix.

The preferred model in PartitionFinder was selected
based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and
had a BIC of 589,327.24 and lnL of −293,644.09482.
The partitioning scheme and model selected for each
partition are summarized in Table 1. To facilitate
convergence, we did not implement any model with
both a proportion of invariant sites (I) and a gamma
parameter (G), but used the gamma parameter alone.
The combination of I and G is problematic in Bayesian
analyses because each models the same rate variation
in a different way, potentially resulting in two areas
of equally high probability in tree space and causing
problems for both convergence and mixing (Moyle et al.
2012).

The morphological partition was not included in the
PartitionFinder analyses, but was added subsequently
and analyzed using the Mk model (Lewis 2001) with
the coding parameter set to “inf” to ensure that the
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TABLE 1. Summary of the best partitioning scheme, selected by
PartitionFinder, showing the loci included and the best model for each
partition

Part. Included loci Best Model

1 ABO, IRBPexon, MCR1, VWFexon, pnoc HKY+G
2 CXCR4, bdnf, chrna1_exon, crem_exon,

erc2_exon, kcnma1_exon, rab6ip1_exon,
smcx_exon

K80+G

3 CXCR5, IRBPintron3, adora3, bche,
lrpprc_171_intron, tyr

HKY+G

4 EpsilonGlobin, FGA, abca1, cftr_intron,
chrna1_intron, ghr_intron, ttr, zfy_intron

GTR+G

5 GHRmeredith, atxn7, crem_UTR, dctn2_UTR,
fam123b, rpgrip1_exon, smcy_exon, sry_UTR

K80+G

6 IRBPintron1, NRAMP, VWFintron,
rab6ip1_intron, smcx_intron, sry_exon

HKY+G

7 Prion, axin1_exon HKY+G
8 TTN, aff22, dach1, foxp1, ghr_exon,

kcnma1_intron, rag2, tex2, zfy_exon
GTR+G

9 aff2, app, dmrt1, fbn1_UTR, mbd2_exon, pola1,
zic3_UTR

GTR+G

10 axin1_UTR JC
11 axin1_intron, fbn1_exon, lrpprc_171_exon,

luc71_exon, plcb4_exon, zic3_exon
K80

12 bcor, cftr_exon, cnr1, edg1, fes_exon, rag1 GTR+G
13 brca2, erc2_intron, lrpprc_169, luc71_intron,

npas3_2, plcb4_UTR, rpgrip1_intron, uty, zfx
GTR+G

14 dctn2_exon, mapkap1, mbd2_UTR, negr1,
npas3, sgms1, sim1, ush2a

HKY+G

15 fes_intron, smcy_intron K80
16 COB, COII, COIII, ND4L GTR+G
17 COI GTR+G
18 ND2, ND3, ND4 GTR+G
19 12S, 16S GTR+G

model only accepted informative characters. We added
a gamma parameter to model among-character rate
variation (Yang 1994).

Bayesian Analyses
Bayesian analyses of the combined DNA-morphology

dataset were performed using MrBayes v3.2.2 (Ronquist
et al. 2012). The extant taxon subset was analyzed
separately to provide a model-based evaluation of our
maximum parsimony extant combined topology. The
analysis that included all fossil taxa in our dataset used
the same partitioning scheme and models (Table 1). For
both analyses, three independent runs were performed
in MrBayes for twenty million generations. Each used
four heated and one cool chain, sampling every 500
generations and using a 25% burn-in. Convergence
was assessed using the standard deviation of split
frequencies (SDSF) and Potential Scale Reduction Factor
(PRSF); we defined convergence across runs when the
SDSF dropped below 0.01 and the PRSF for each
parameter approached 1.000. Mixing was assessed using
both the Effective Sample Size (ESS, which should exceed
200 for each parameter with good mixing across the
stationary distribution) and plots of likelihood scores in
Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007). Topological
convergence was inspected using AWTY (Wilgenbusch
et al. 2004).

Identifying Phylogenetic Congruence

To assess how similar each artificial fossil topology
was to the expected topology (extant combined
topology), we counted the number of unrooted clades
(i.e., splits) in the extant combined topology that were
absent from each artificial fossil topology (referred to as
“topological difference” or AFT–ECT). This is one of two
asymmetric differences between the two trees; the other
is the number of artificial fossil topology splits absent
from the extant combined topology (ECT–AFT). Both
metrics reflect topological incongruence; the former is
more consistent as it derives from a single tree (our
extant combined topology, Fig. 1) that is completely
resolved. Furthermore, counting only splits in the
extant combined topology absent from artificial fossil
topology (AFT–ECT) is of more relevance to artificial
extinction as it accounts for the phylogenetic divergence
from the true topology caused by the introduction of
the artificial fossil, as opposed to potentially spurious
clades in an artificial fossil topology absent from the
extant combined topology (ECT–AFT). We therefore
base our results and discussion on AFT–ECT (but have
illustrated both in our Supplementary Fig. S1). The
extant combined topology and each artificial fossil
topology have 26 taxa. Therefore, maximum congruence
(identical topologies) is denoted by an AFT–ECT value of
23 (corresponding to the maximum possible value on the
Y-axis of Fig. 2a). Unrooted topologies were considered
because occasionally artificial fossil topology ingroups
were not monophyletic; relatedly, the units that may
be shared between an artificial fossil topology and the
extant combined topology are referred to as “splits”, not
“clades” (as the latter implies a root).

Phylogenetic incongruence can derive from
topological rearrangements, poor resolution, or a
combination thereof. Loss of resolution is more desirable
because it attributes uncertainty to the phylogenetic
hypothesis, rather than a resolved, incorrect result
(Swofford et al. 2001). For each artificial fossil topology–
extant combined topology comparison, the topological
difference was divided into a component caused by
poor resolution and another resulting from topological
rearrangement (Fig. 2b). The topological difference was
assessed computationally using DendroPy (Sukumaran
and Holder 2010). A tree with polytomies (i.e., lack
of resolution) is represented parenthetically with
fewer bracket characters than a tree that is completely
resolved. Hence, the component of topological difference
attributable to poor resolution (PAFT−ECT), was obtained
by subtracting the number of open bracket characters,
’(’, in the fully resolved extant combined topology tree
file from the number in each artificial fossil topology
tree file. The component of the topological difference
attributable to topological rearrangements (TAFT−ECT),
is the remaining number of extant combined topology
splits absent from the artificial fossil topology.

To visualize artificial fossil topology–extant combined
topology comparisons, the mean topological difference
of artificial fossils produced from each template
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FIGURE 2. Congruence of artificial fossil topologies to the extant combined topology. a) The number of splits in the extant combined topology
present in an artificial fossil topology (AFT–ECT, Y-axis) is plotted against the number of sampled morphological characters (out of 360 total) in
20% intervals (X-axis). Data points represent average values of AFT–ECT and percent completeness of artificial fossil templates (black squares),
fossil templates with randomly inserted missing data (gray triangles), and fossil templates with random states (gray diamonds). Vertical error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals of AFT–ECT means across the 26 subjects used for each template. b) Topological difference partitioned
into its two components, poor resolution (open circles) and topological rearrangements (solid circles), for template fossils. The sum of these two
values for a given template fossil is the topological difference (AFT–ECT).

fossil was calculated and plotted against the mean
amount of missing data in each of those artificial
fossils (Fig. 2a), along with results for random
templates (with data averaged for the three repeats
for each missing data interval) and random states.
Figure 2b shows the real-fossil template averages for the
components of the topological difference attributable to
both topological rearrangements (TAFT−ECT) and poor
resolution (PAFT−ECT).

Measuring Partition Bias
A fossil template at a given level of completeness may

consist of several character partitions or be dominated
by one. To determine the extent to which one partition
predominates in a given template, we devised a metric
that reflects character distribution across partitions.
Morphological partitions known for fossils typically

include dental (D), cranial (C), and postcranial (P)
characters. We converted the amount of missing vs.
scored data in each partition for each template fossil to a
proportion out of 1 (e.g., 25 out of 100 dental characters
scored = 0.25). We then calculated a metric “Q” by
summing the products of these proportions for each
pairwise combination of N partitions and divided this
sum by N to have a value between 0 and 1 (Fig. 3b–e).
Q does not increase in a linear fashion as partitions
become more complete. Hence, for the cosmetic reason
of displaying Q on a logarithmic scale, we added the
constant 0.001. For the three partitions above, Q = [(DC
+ DP + CP)/3] + 0.001. As the dataset becomes more
complete and balanced across partitions, Q approaches
1. A score approaching 0 results when at least two
partitions are empty, giving a “0” value for all three
products. Q was calculated for each of the 85 template
fossils in our dataset and plotted against the fossil’s
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character completeness (Fig. 3a) and the average splits
shared of that template fossil’s character set with the
extant combined topology (Supplementary Fig. S2).

RESULTS

MP and Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of the extant
combined dataset, which uses all available data for
each living taxon, supported the topology shown
in Fig. 1, identical to that of Springer et al. (2012:
Fig. 1) for the taxa held in common. When all 85
fossil taxa are combined with the extant combined
dataset (for a total of 111 terminals shown in Fig. 4),
the topology derived from MP is consistent with
the extant combined topology (Fig. 1), despite the
behavior of certain wildcard taxa (e.g., Donrussellia and
Panobius) resulting in unresolved positions for several
fossils (including Darwinius). The Adams consensus
(Fig. 4) illustrates how the 111-taxon analyses are
stable despite these wildcard taxa, and shows three

major clades: strepsirhines (including Darwinius and
other adapiforms), Tarsiiformes (including Tarsius and
omomyiforms), and anthropoids-Rooneyia-eosimiids.
The latter two are supported in a clade together,
consistent with Haplorhini (sensu Fleagle 1999). None
of the 1099 optimal trees of 111 taxa derived from
the parsimony ratchet was consistent with a backbone
constraint containing a Darwinius-extant haplorhine
clade; all of them were compatible with a Darwinius-
extant strepsirhine clade.

In our Bayesian analyses, the inclusion of additional
taxa (e.g., 85 fossils all missing 61,199 nucleotide
characters) slowed the analysis, and based on tracer
plots (Rambaut and Drummond 2007), detracted from
good mixing in a small number of parameters (most
significantly tree length). Nonetheless, our analysis with
all fossils (Fig. 5) reached an SDSF of 0.019924 and the
compare plots generated by AWTY (Wilgenbusch et al.
2004) also suggested that the split frequencies were
very similar among all three independent runs. Both
suggest topological convergence; a SDSF between 0.01
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and 0.05 represents acceptable convergence according to
Ronquist et al. (2011).

While the 111-taxon Bayesian topology shows many
relatively low posterior probabilities, it agrees with MP
in placing Darwinius among other adapiforms as the
sister group of living strepsirhine primates. Notably,
other fossils are placed differently than in the MP
analysis. In particular, fossils reconstructed in MP as
unresolved (Donrussellia, Panobius), at the root (e.g.,
Plesiolestes, Plesiadapis), and Rooneyia were instead placed
in a clade with Tupaia. This topology amounts to a
different position of the primate root, except for Rooneyia,
which was placed by MP as a basal anthropoid. Notably,
the Bayesian posterior probability supporting Rooneyia
in a clade with Tupaia and plesiadapiforms is low (0.61),
equivalent to 61% of the ca. 90,000 post burn-in Bayesian
topologies. Among the 24,944 post burn-in trees that
support Rooneyia closer to extant primates than to Tupaia,
16,070 support Rooneyia among extant strepsirhines; 7346
support Rooneyia among extant haplorhines; and just
over 1500 support Rooneyia at/near the primate root.
Darwinius, in contrast, shows a far more stable position
among the post burn-in Bayesian topologies. Nearly all
of them (99.8%) show Darwinius to be closer to extant
strepsirhines than extant haplorhines, in agreement with
all of the optimal MP topologies. This consistency is
hidden by the posterior probability scores in Fig. 5 (e.g.,
0.65 for Strepsirhini and 0.53 for Adapiformes) due to
variation in the position of other fossils, not of Darwinius
or extant taxa.

Artificial Extinction
Figure 2a shows results from our artificial fossil

topology experiments (real, random template, and
random state), with the mean number of extant
combined topology splits present in the 26 subjects for a
given template artificial fossil topology on the Y-axis, and
the number of characters in a given artificial fossil on the
X-axis. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of
the mean, calculated by multiplying its standard error by
the critical value of the T-distribution for n = 26 (t.05[25]= 2.0596; Rohlf and Sokal 1995: table B). A significant
difference between means at a 0.05 level of significance
occurs when the error bars do not overlap (e.g., between
nearly all of the black squares representing real states
and gray diamonds representing randomized states in
Fig. 2a).

Given that our experiments leave intact all
morphological and DNA characters for all but one
taxon in any given run, we expect to find some
similarity between topologies derived from artificial
fossils and the extant combined dataset, unrelated to
the contribution of the artificial fossil. The extent of
this similarity is evident by using random states in an
artificial fossil template. Depending on the number
of sampled characters, a template with random states
yielded trees with a mean of 16 to 18.5 splits shared
with the extant combined topology, and showed
overlapping 95% confidence intervals of the mean

across other such templates with 50 or more of the
360 morphological characters (i.e., 15%–95% complete;
Fig. 2a, gray diamonds). In contrast, trees generated by
fossil templates with real states (Fig. 2a, black squares)
exhibited means of 18 to 22 shared splits, and those
with 216 or more characters (>60% complete with >22
splits shared) showed almost no confidence interval
overlap with other real templates containing less than
108 characters (<30% complete with <21 splits shared).
With only 36 or more characters sampled (i.e., >10%),
fossil templates based on real states never overlapped
in confidence intervals with those based on random
states (Fig. 2a). This demonstrates that, at least for this
particular data matrix, there is a phylogenetic signal
across fossil templates with widely varying amounts
of sampled characters, capable of accurately placing
taxa with well-corroborated phylogenetic affinities (as
defined by our extant combined topology; Fig. 1).

Across our template fossils and subject taxa, there
is a positive relationship between taxon completeness
and phylogenetic accuracy (Fig. 2). The 95% confidence
intervals for our topological difference values across
template fossils increase as the number of sampled
characters decreases (Fig. 2a), reflecting greater variance
of mean number of splits shared with the extant
combined topology with fewer informative characters.
These artificial fossil templates with few informative
characters are still able to produce accurate trees for
living subject taxa; they just do so less consistently. The
two artificial fossil templates sampled for fewer than
36 morphological characters (i.e., under 10% complete;
Moeripithecus, Wailekia) do not recover a significantly
higher number of splits from the extant combined
topology (Fig. 1) than randomly generated states at
similar levels of completeness (Fig. 2a). Templates
from 36 to 216 sampled characters (i.e., 10%–60%
completeness) show linearly increasing congruence with
the extant combined topology, recovering from ca. 19 to
22 of the maximum possible 23 splits. Fossil templates
with more than 216 characters (>60% complete) exhibit
very close similarity to the extant combined topology,
differing on average by just one split.

At the lowest levels of completeness, the artificial
fossils behave as classic wildcard taxa (Kearney 2002)
whereby taxa with few sampled characters occupy
many equally parsimonious positions, resulting in
consensus polytomies. From 36 to 180 characters (10%–
50% complete), artificial fossil topologies showed more
incongruence caused by topological rearrangement than
poor resolution (Fig. 2b). At these levels of completeness,
there are apparently sufficient parsimony informative
characters remaining to prevent loss of resolution,
but not enough to produce phylogenies consistently
congruent with the extant combined topology.

Those artificial fossil templates known for 180 or
more characters (>50% complete) with missing data
inserted at random (“random templates” in Fig. 2a)
recover approximately the same number of splits in
the extant combined topology as real fossil templates.
Below 180 sampled characters the series begin to
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diverge; templates with randomly inserted missing data
recover more accurate topologies than real templates.
Therefore, for most fossils in our dataset known for fewer
than 180 sampled characters (i.e., >50% missing data),
taphonomically induced bias decreases phylogenetic
accuracy.

Rooneyia, Darwinius, and Barnesia (116, 109, and 59
characters, respectively) are notable exceptions to this
trend. All three are better sampled across partitions
than other taxa with a similar number of sampled
characters, as demonstrated by their relatively high
Q values (Fig. 3a [circles]). Correspondingly, all three
templates recover relatively more splits in the extant
combined topology than other templates known for
a similar number of characters (Fig. 3a [squares]).
Importantly, their 95% confidence intervals overlap the
means of templates with missing data inserted randomly
across partitions (Fig. 2a). The confidence interval of
Darwinius overlaps with the means of two other real
templates known for a similar number of characters
(Godinotia and Myanmarpithecus) but its mean is still
higher. This reflects the better performance of sampling
across partitions compared to just one (Supplementary
Fig. S2). In general, relatively complete templates have
high Q values and exhibit high congruence with the
extant combined topology (Fig. 3). Templates such
as Shoshonius with more than 216 characters (>60%
complete) exhibit both a high Q value (reflecting the
retention of character data across multiple partitions)
and an average of 22.5 out of 23 possible splits (Figs. 1
and 3).

Phylogeny and Information Content of Darwinius
The Darwinius template consisted of 109 of our 360

morphological characters and no nucleotide characters.
All artificial fossil topologies using this template
are shown in Figure 6. Of the 26 subject taxa
treated as artificial fossils with this template, 8
were resolved identically as in the extant combined
topology; 4 exhibited a loss of resolution; 6 occupied
a more topologically basal position (i.e., “stem-ward
slippage” of Sansom et al. 2010); and 8 exhibited
other topological rearrangements relative to the extant
combined topology. One of the four artificial fossil
topologies that lost resolution (Tarsius) also exhibited a
topological rearrangement, placing Tarsius in a largely
unresolved Strepsirhini (Fig. 6). The stem-ward slippage
exhibited in the Dermoptera artificial fossil topology
using the Darwinius template was not seen in that subject
taxon (given its position as the root) but in Tarsius, which
appears as the sister taxon to all other primates in that
topology (Fig. 6).

Including Darwinius as the only fossil in an MP
analysis along with the extant combined dataset yielded
three optimal trees (Fig. 7): two placing it among
strepsirhines, one as the sister taxon to Tarsius. Hence,
when analyzed without additional fossils, Darwinius
was unresolved relative to haplorhines and strepsirhines.

With the steady addition of fossils from Seiffert et al.
(2009)—up to six in alphabetical order—Darwinius
was occasionally resolved as a haplorhine, but with
7–85 added fossils (from Afrotarsius to Xanthorhysis),
Darwinius was consistently resolved as a strepsirhine.
As previously noted, 99.5% of the post burn-in Bayesian
topologies were consistent with a backbone constraint
joining Darwinius with extant strepsirhines to the
exclusion of other taxa, even though variability in
the placement of other fossils resulted in relatively
low posterior probabilities for the strepsirhine and
adapiform nodes (including Darwinius) in the majority-
rule, post burn-in consensus of Bayesian trees (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

Partitions and Phylogenetic Accuracy
Artificial extinction can be used to help interpret

the phylogenetic position of specific fossils and to
assess their impact on a given topology. In our study,
artificial fossils using a Darwinius template are known
for ca. 109 characters (29% complete); artificial fossil
topologies that incorporate a Darwinius template have,
on average, 21.6 of 23 extant combined topology splits
(Fig. 2a). This is approximately one split better than other
templates with a similar number of sampled characters.
The character sets of Rooneyia (22.15 of 23 splits, 116
characters) and Barnesia (20.65 splits, 59 characters) also
perform better than other template fossils with similar
levels of completeness. Investigating why may clarify
which character sets give the best phylogenetic accuracy,
even if they are far from complete. One possibility
is that due to a preservational bias favoring teeth
in the fossil record, most fossils in our sample with
fewer than 150 characters are represented largely or
entirely by the dental partition in our morphological
matrix (Fig. 8). As previously noted, Darwinius, Rooneyia,
and Barnesia have more nondental characters and a
correspondingly higher Q-value than fossils at similar
levels of completeness (Fig. 8). These templates are more
successful at recovering known splits (Fig. 2a), and there
is a significant correlation between Q and number of
splits shared with the extant combined topology (Fig. 3a
and Supplementary Fig. S2). This implies that sampling
across partitions aids phylogenetic accuracy.

Obviously, the sheer quantity of scored characters
plays an important role too, and is likely responsible
for the slightly better performance of (for example)
the Strigorhysis template (21.35 splits, Q near 0, all
dental data) than Barnesia (20.65 splits, Q=0.0012;
known for dental and some cranial characters; see
Figs. 3a and 8). In this case, Strigorhysis (134 dental
characters, 37% complete) is known for over twice as
many characters overall than Barnesia (52 dental and
seven cranial characters, 16% complete). The fact that the
two templates are close in splits shared with the extant
combined topology (Fig. 1), even though the Barnesia
template is less than half as complete, underscores the
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FIGURE 6. Optimal artificial fossil topologies for each of the 26 subject taxa using the Darwinius template, consisting of approximately 109 of
360 morphological characters and no nucleotide characters. Taxa in bold are the subjects for which the Darwinius template was used in a given
analysis (multiple bold names on one tree indicate identical topologies for those subjects). Eight of the AFTs were identical to the extant combined
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FIGURE 6. Continued.

improved accuracy of sampling across partitions in the
latter.

When missing data are distributed randomly in
a given template, characters tend to appear across
partitions rather than within just one. An even
distribution of missing data produces templates
with high Q-values, associated with relatively high
congruence with the extant combined topology
(Supplementary Fig. S2). Random templates with
low Q-values have relatively few scored characters
(15% or less) and are among the least accurate of the
templates assessed here. In contrast, there are few real
templates at very high (and low) levels of completeness

compared to random templates, but there are many
fossils known largely or entirely from dental characters
alone (Fig. 8). These cluster on the left side of Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Fig. S2, with Q-values between 0.001
and 0.01, and tend to exhibit lower scores for congruence
with the extant combined topology than fossils with
higher Q-values, known for characters across partitions.

Some previous studies with relevance to phylogenetic
partitions have not singled out the dentition as
particularly misleading (Sánchez-Villagra and Williams
1998), whereas other studies have (e.g., Naylor and
Adams 2001; Kangas et al. 2004). Whether or not
the dentition is suspect, sampling across partitions
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FIGURE 7. Optimal MP topologies, and strict consensus thereof,
including Darwinius as the only fossil in the otherwise extant combined
dataset. MPTs were 66,883 steps based on the same parameters as the
extant combined dataset MP search. Branch lengths are arbitrary.

enables a number of phenotypic modules to contribute
phylogenetic information and amplifies the signal they
have in common (Gatesy et al. 1999; Gatesy and Baker
2005; Lee and Camens 2009; Thompson et al. 2012).
Moreover, we would expect one or few phenotypic
character-modules (e.g., the dentition) to be more
susceptible to a given selective pressure than many such
modules (e.g., dentition, basicranium, postcranium). We

see the better performance of templates that sample
across character partitions in this light. That is, such
templates are less likely to contain a phylogenetic signal
overly influenced by one or few selective pressures (e.g.,
those relevant to diet), and contain genuine phylogenetic
signal that can be amplified across multiple character
partitions. Notably, and as demonstrated elsewhere
(Gatesy and Baker 2005), signal amplification across
partitions is not limited to morphological datasets.
Thus, we suspect balanced sampling across molecular
partitions (also amenable to our Q-metric, Fig. 3) would
also positively contribute to phylogenetic accuracy.

Dental characters outnumber cranial and post-cranial
characters by 2.7:1 and 1.8:1, respectively. Nonetheless,
the overall degree of congruence between the extant
combined topology and artificial fossil topologies is high
across taxa in our study (Fig. 1). We do not argue that
dental characters are any more or less valuable than
other characters. Indeed, all of the fossil templates with
more than 36 characters (>10% complete), including
those known only from dental data, significantly
outperform randomly generated character states in
terms of topological accuracy (Fig. 2a). Instead, we
hypothesize that the preponderance of dental characters
in species that are poorly known, combined with
the observation that one or few phenotypic modules
are more susceptible to nonrandom homoplasy than
several, leads to lower artificial fossil topology-extant
combined topology congruence in “tooth-taxa” such as
Altiatlasius (60 dental characters, 19.8 splits shared with
known topology) relative to those with characters in
multiple partitions, such as Barnesia (52 dental and seven
cranial characters, 20.7 splits shared; see Supplementary
Fig. S2).

Tarsier Affinities
As the number of scored characters decreases

among real fossil templates, the confidence intervals of
mean shared splits between templates and the extant
combined topology increases (Fig. 2a), reflecting the
variation of how accurate a given template may be across
subjects. As previously discussed, Darwinius performs
well relative to other template fossils at similar levels
of completeness. However, when character states for
Tarsius are sampled with the Darwinius template, the
artificial fossil topology lacks eight splits found in the
extant combined topology (Fig. 9). Without this outlier,
the standard deviation of topological difference for the
Darwinius template almost halves from 1.63 to 0.89. As
expected, character states have a substantial impact on
phylogenetic accuracy.

The median number of extant combined topology
splits present across all artificial fossil topologies for
Tarsius are particularly low (Fig. 9). The tarsier has
historically been viewed as a representative of a formerly
much more diverse radiation, basal Haplorhini (Fleagle
1999). Species around which much extinction has taken
place tend to exhibit rare combinations of character
states and occupy long branches. When characters are
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FIGURE 8. Proportion of character partitions across taxa. The percentage of characters preserved in each partition (soft tissues, dental, cranial,
and postcranial) is plotted against the overall number of coded characters for each taxon. Numbers on the X-axis indicate taxa following the key
given in Supplementary Table S1.

removed from such taxa in the course of artificial
extinction experiments, the phylogenetic affinities
suggested by their unusual character complement can be
altered dramatically, increasing the potential for abrupt
topological shifts. This likely contributes to the difficulty
of resolving the phylogenetic placement of such taxa.

Darwinius as “The Link”
Contrary to the original interpretation and media

firestorm surrounding Darwinius (Franzen et al. 2009;
Tudge 2009), our results favor the interpretation
that Darwinius is a strepsirhine. Notably, when only
Darwinius was added to our extant combined dataset,
our study could not resolve its position (Fig. 7).
Moreover, we agree with Franzen et al. (2009) and
Gingerich (2012) that this fossil shows interesting
similarities to haplorhine primates. Considerations
beyond character sample, such as phylogenetic
methodology and taxon sample (Heath et al. 2008),
are also relevant in assessing the reliability of a given
paleontological phylogenetic reconstruction. Restricted
taxon sampling was at least partly responsible for the
placement of Darwinius as a haplorhine in Gingerich
et al. (2010) and Gingerich (2012), as it was in some of our
optimal topologies derived from the extant combined
dataset and Darwinius alone (Fig. 7).

Tarsius is a relict genus of a stem anthropoid radiation,
Tarsiiformes (Fig. 4), and was the worst performing
subject taxon in this study (Fig. 9). Tarsius likely
underperformed here because of its long branch and
correspondingly odd mixture of character states relative
to other primates. Molecular analyses (Schmitz et al.
2005; Meredith et al. 2011; Springer et al. 2012) now
support the status of Tarsius as a haplorhine (see
discussion in Kjer et al. 2007), a signal recognized by
most morphological studies (Pocock 1918; Ross et al.
1998), but not in all previous studies of DNA (e.g.,
Árnason et al. 2002; Chatterjee et al. 2009). Difficulty
in recognizing the phylogenetic affinities of Tarsius
reflect classic long-branch behavior, and phylogenetic
inference regarding Darwinius will face similar problems
as Tarsius if its phylogenetic position is considered
solely in the context of the extant primate radiation.
A case has been made that increasing the character
sample, as opposed to the number of taxa, provides
the best phylogenetic accuracy given limited time and
resources (Rosenberg and Kumar 2001; but see Heath
et al. 2008). This applies to extant species with potentially
genomic datasets; in paleontology, however, a better
sample may be attainable primarily by increasing the
number of taxa. Our results that maximize taxon sample
support the view that Darwinius is a strepsirhine, not a
haplorhine.
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FIGURE 9. Performance of each subject taxon across artificial fossil
templates. Heavy vertical lines in each row indicates median number
of artificial fossil topology splits shared with the extant combined
topology, up to a maximum of 23 (identical topologies) on the X-axis.
In terms of splits shared with the extant combined topology, Tarsius
is the worst-performing subject taxon; taxa between (and including)
Tupaia and Cebus are the best. Boxes represent interquartile ranges and
whiskers are ranges. In some cases boxes and/or whiskers are not
visible because the number of splits shared is discrete and can have
low or zero variance.

CONCLUSIONS

This study provides a framework by which to
assess the phylogenetic information content of a given
morphological dataset based on congruence with a well-
corroborated topology of living taxa. By comparing
character subsets across a wide number of subject taxa
with relatively well-established phylogenetic affinities
(e.g., extant primates), we can assess the extent to
which potentially biased taphonomic filters negatively
influence our phylogenetic understanding of fossil taxa.
Unlike Sansom and Wills (2013), we do not find evidence
that taphonomic filters pervasively lead to artefactually
basal positions of fossils. On the contrary, anatomical
data typically contained within fossils, including dental
characters, perform relatively well in reconstructing
the phylogeny of extant taxa with known phylogenetic
affinities.

We recognize that paleontologists interested in the
affinities of a given fossil are limited by the availability
of specimens and cannot sample nonexistent data.
Nonetheless, highly degraded fossil taxa are often
included in phylogenetic analyses without regard to
potentially misleading aspects of their character sample.
Although missing data per se do not necessarily result in

loss of resolution or inaccuracy (Kearney 2002; Wiens
2003a,b), phylogenetic analyses including taxa with
large amounts of missing data can be prone to poorly
resolved consensus trees caused by these taxa exhibiting
wildcard behavior. Safe taxonomic reduction and the
strict reduced consensus method can ameliorate these
problems (Wilkinson 2003). Here, wildcard behavior
occurred when taxa were known for approximately 40
or fewer morphological characters (ca. 10% or less in
our dataset). For taxa sampled by ca. 40–100 characters
(10%–30% complete), we observed more instances of
topological incongruence, which is potentially more
pernicious than loss of resolution; the phylogeny
appears resolved but is incorrect. In addition to widely
used indices of clade strength (Figs. 1, 4, and 5), artificial
extinction enables the evaluation of the character data
known for taxa with intermediate levels of completeness,
which are potentially more susceptible to incongruence
caused by taphonomic filters, to be identified and
interpreted accordingly.

What we have not yet tested is the extent to
which these results apply to particular combinations
of artificial fossils, or greater numbers thereof. We
have experimentally treated as artificial fossils one
living taxon at a time; we have not yet addressed
the possibility that artificial fossil topology–extant
combined topology congruence would remain high were
we to begin degrading multiple fossils simultaneously.
This is evident by noting the conflicting interpretation
of Rooneyia using MP vs. Bayesian methods with all
111 taxa (85 fossil and 26 extant). While the character
template derived from this taxon performed relatively
well in placing 26 extant taxa treated as artificial
fossils, the placement of the fossil itself as a basal
anthropoid in the MP analysis of 111 taxa conflicts with
its weakly supported position in MrBayes (PP 0.61) as
closer to Tupaia and plesiadapiforms (Fig. 5). Clearly,
the phylogenetic signal of Rooneyia in the 111 taxon
analysis is more ambiguous than that of Darwinius,
which consistently appears closer to extant strepsirhines
than haplorhines in all optimal MP and 99.5% of the
post burn-in Bayesian topologies. Interestingly, and as
noted above, the resolution of Darwinius with fewer
included taxa worsens; MP cannot distinguish between
strepsirhine or haplorhine affinities without the addition
of more taxa beyond the 26 extant genera sampled here
(Fig. 7).

Studies with larger taxonomic samples have more
power to test the extent to which a given morphological
character template approximates a well-corroborated
phylogeny. With more taxa in the extant combined
topology, there would be many more ways in which
an artificial fossil topology could be wrong. For the
26 extant species in our analysis, there are ~1.2 × 1030

unrooted, bifurcating trees (Felsenstein 2004), and the
topological changes we observed among artificial fossil
topologies were not restricted to the artificial fossils
themselves (Fig. 6). Hence, there are many ways in
which an artificial fossil topology could have been (but
was not) erroneously reconstructed, even with only 26
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taxa. Additional study with improved sampling would
more rigorously test our conclusion that taphonomic
filters do not drastically limit our capacity to reconstruct
phylogeny.

Debates about the relative performance of
morphological character partitions have a long history.
Some have identified the dentition as particularly
misleading for certain taxa (Naylor and Adams 2001),
whereas others have shown comparable levels of
homoplasy across morphological partitions (Sánchez-
Villagra and Williams 1998). Such questions deserve
investigation on a case-by-case basis. On the whole,
our study shows reasonable potential for anatomical
data, such as those sampled for the Eocene primate
Darwinius, to accurately place long-extinct species on
the Tree of Life.
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